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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Humber Youth Stewardship Project (HYS) is a successful collaboration between several
parties interested in engaging youth in the restoration of natural areas in the Humber River
Valley. Under the direction of ACER, the City of Toronto and the Humber Arboretum, the 2009
project team consisted of two supervisors and six youth crew members. The site chosen for
2009 at the Humber Arboretum contained several species of native trees which were being
threatened by invasive species encroachment. In addition, restoration activities on the site had
significant potential to improve wildlife habitat quality.
The goals for the project were: to remove certain invasive species and litter within the
designated site; to measure and map the remaining native species; and, to restore the area by
planting native species in the fall. Funding for the project was provided by Human Resources
and Skills Development Canada, the City of Toronto and through the Ontario Summer Jobs
Service accessed through Rexdale Youth Resource Centre.
Two plots were selected for the second year of the HYS project. The first plot consisted of four
20x20m quadrats and one 15x15m quadrat (to accommodate for the natural curve of the river).
The second plot was divided into five 20x20m quadrats and seven edge quadrats. The first
phase of the project consisted of removing invasive species from each quadrat systematically,
using City of Toronto protocols. Species removed included buckthorn, honeysuckle, Manitoba
maple, European alder, tree of heaven, Canada thistle, dog‐strangling vine, garlic mustard,
burdock, stinging nettle and grape vine. The second phase of the project involved measuring
and mapping all remaining native vegetation according to standard Smithsonian protocols.
Height, crown width, and root collar or DBH were measured for both small trees, tall trees and
shrubs. Each individual plant location was triangulated within the quadrat for future
monitoring.
The final step of the HYS project was a tree planting event on September 26th, 2009.
Approximately 200 trees were planted and mulched along with additional members of the
community at a public planting event coordinated by City of Toronto Urban Forestry staff.
About 40 citizens joined in this activity, including high school students, Humber College
Environment Club members and ACER volunteers. Since the Humber River Valley is in both the
Asian Long‐horned Beetle quarantine zone and the Emerald Ash Borer moratorium zone,
species selection was restricted. Despite these restrictions, a number of native trees and
shrubs including Black Walnut, American Beech, Serviceberry and Chokecherry were planted
(Please see appendix for complete planting plan).
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PROJECT BACKGROUND
The Humber Youth Stewardship (HYS) project is a partnership initiative created to maintain and
enhance natural areas in the Humber River Valley with the involvement of a youth stewardship
team. The goals for the project were as follows:
• remove certain invasive species in naturalized areas within the riparian zone along the
west branch of the Humber River and adjacent pond;
• monitor plant success; and
• restore the area through the planting of native trees and shrubs.
The project involved a partnership of the following organizations:
• Association for Canadian Educational Resources (ACER)
• Councillor Suzan Hall, City of Toronto
• Natural Environment and Community Program, City of Toronto Urban Forestry Division
(Cheryl Post)
• Toronto and Region Conservation Authority (TRCA) (Susan Robertson)
• Youth Resource and Student Services, YMCA (Daniela Galasso)
• Humber Arboretum (Sid Baler, Heather Somers)
• North Etobicoke Revitalization Project (NERP)

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
Funding
The project budget includes wages, program expenses and administration costs for the
Stewardship Team. A team of two Project Supervisors and a six‐member youth trainee crew
was recruited. ACER obtained funding for a wage subsidy for the Project Supervisors from
Human Resources and Skills Development Canada (HRSDC).
Councillor Suzan Hall facilitated a “Clean and Beautiful” grant through the City of Toronto to
cover wages for six student workers and partial administrative costs.
The Rexdale Youth Resource Centre facilitated a wage subsidy through the Ontario Summer
Jobs Service program on a claim basis. These funds cover direct costs of the project.

InKind Contributions
•
•
•
•

TRCA : Safety boots and T‐shirts
ACER: Safety glasses, protocols and equipment for mapping and tree inventory,
administration and forest analysis
Rexdale YRC, YMCA : Hiring procedure and interview space
City of Toronto: Ecological restoration protocols, work plan and equipment, woody
invasive material disposal and treatment, planting materials and stock, supervision,
printing and distribution of report
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•
•

Humber Arboretum: Safety training, project consultation, equipment and storage, staff
lockers and program support
NERP: publicity and community involvement

Advisory Team
A Technical Advisory Team was created to assist in the training and establishment of project
protocol. This was a coalition of local specialists assembled for the project representing the
fields of education, landscape maintenance, urban forestry and restoration, as well as
maintenance staff. The team consisted of Sid Baller (Humber Arboretum), Alice Casselman
(ACER), Cheryl Post (City of Toronto) and Heather Somers (Humber College).

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION
The eight‐week project began on June 22, 2009. ACER recruited Stefanie Gray and Troy
Dettwiler to lead the team. They spent one week in safety and protocol training and planning
before the crew of six workers started on June 29, 2009 for a six week period. These students
were recruited through the Rexdale Youth Resource Centre.
The goals for the team were to:
• remove several targeted invasive species of plants from a defined area divided into
20x20m quadrats;
• monitor, by measurements and mapping, the native trees and shrubs remaining;
• perform additional stewardship activities such as removing trash from the site and
removing tree collars where they were found to be detrimental to tree health;
• provide students with an exceptional opportunity to work for a summer while gaining
transferrable skills in ecological restoration, teamwork and data collection;
• prepare a project report
• plant native species at a final community planting event on September 26, 2009 (See the
Planting Plan in the appendix).

The Community Stewardship Program Model
Following the successful pilot project in 2008, the second year of the HYS project continues to
model itself after the previously established Community Stewardship Program, operated by the
City of Toronto Natural Environment and Community Programs section of Urban Forestry. The
main focus of this program is to engage community members in teams which participate in
maintenance and monitoring activities at City of Toronto naturalization sites. Through these
activities the Community Stewardship Program aids in promoting community involvement and
environmental awareness. The HYS project was modeled on the example of the Community
Stewardship Program, but with a particular focus on engaging youth and providing them with
transferable skills and meaningful summer employment. The HYS program provides youth with
the opportunity to restore, protect and maintain valuable green space within the City of
Toronto, and to develop their environmental awareness.
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Area Description
Two plots were selected for the second year of the HYS project. The first priority was plot one,
located along the west branch of the Humber River, east of Highway 27. This plot consisted of
four 20x20m quadrats and one 15x15m quadrat to accommodate for the natural curve of the
river (Figure 1).
The second plot was located on the opposite side of the path from plot one, and consisted of a
peninsula jutting into the Humber Valley Pond. This plot was divided into five 20x20m quadrats
and seven edge quadrats (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Aerial photo of Plot one. Google Earth.

The placement of the quadrats was determined using aerial
photos of the site. They were measured out on the ground during
the week of June 22nd, 2009, by the project supervisors, with the
help of one of the youth crew members. The quadrats were
measured and the GPS co‐ordinates were recorded. Tent pegs
Figure 1: Aerial photo of Plot 2.
were used to mark each corner. Tent pegs were used instead of T‐ Google Earth
bars to allow mowing over the pegs in the area near West Humber
Trail.
Plot one is a natural riparian woodlot with several large, old growth trees, estimated to be over
100 years old. Natural regeneration is occurring in this plot; however, invasive species are
hindering the growth of native saplings. The HYS team removed encroaching invasive species in
order to reduce the competition on the native species and provide them an opportunity to
grow unimpeded..
The plot on the peninsula was previously a garden approximated to be planted in the 1970s.
Because of its ornamental origins, this plot contains several non‐native, non‐invasive species,
but it also contains many native trees and shrubs. The invasive species growing in this plot are
_____________________
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quite aggressive and there is very little natural regeneration. Removal of the invasive species
should improve the viability for new saplings.
After the invasive species were removed from the two priority areas, all the remaining native
plants were measured and mapped. The team then began clearing invasive species from
around the edges of the pond on both the east and west sides of the peninsula.

Logistics
The two supervisors arrived at the plot at 8:00am every morning in order to review work done
previously and to discuss the work to be done that day. The six youth crew arrived at the plot
to begin their day at 8:30am and worked until 3:30pm. A half hour lunch break was taken daily
and breaks were taken throughout the day as necessary, depending on the weather and the
type of work being done. The supervisors remained on site from 3:30pm until 4:00pm to
organize and store equipment, organize data collected and debrief the day’s activities. The
youth crew worked thirty hours per week. If one of the days were cut short due to inclement
weather, the team was able to make up the time on the Friday afternoon. If the team was able
to work a full day from Monday to Thursday, Friday was a short day. This worked out well for
the HYS team, since there were only two or three days of rain so heavy that the day had to be
cut short.
A storage unit was provided for equipment storage near the site by Humber College. A
portable toilet was located nearby and lunch facilities and personal lockers were available on
site. Safety training was provided to the project staff by Heather Somers. This included safe
operation of equipment, use of tools and personal awareness of safety issues and hazards.

Team Dynamic
The eight HYS team members worked at
developing a compatible work team. There were
no major conflicts and everyone worked
efficiently and cooperatively in order to get the
job done. The only issue that arose near the end
of the project was a lack of attendance from one
of the youth team members due to medical
issues. Overall, the other crew members were
enthusiastic, competent, and hard working. The
supervisors found that the team worked better
when divided into two groups of three with a Figure 1: HYS crew working together.
supervisor. This allowed one group was able to
map a quadrat while the second group performed other tasks such as removing smaller invasive
species or collecting garbage from around the plot. This was the most effective approach after
the larger invasive species had been removed.
_____________________
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Challenges
Some of the challenges that affected the team’s
work would be those expected for any outdoor
summer job. Several thunderstorms and heavy
downpours forced the staff to stop working
earlier than scheduled.
Mosquitoes were
especially bad during the first few weeks of the
project while the woodlots were thick with
invasive species.
This problem was solved
through the application of mosquito repellent
provided by the City of Toronto and bites were
kept to a minimum. A third challenge that the
HYS team faced was the threat of coming into
contact with stinging nettle. The first quadrat in
plot one contained a number of stinging nettle
plants near the edge of the river and several
team members experienced negative reactions to
the plant while removing adjacent invasive
species. Group members were taught to identify
this plant and avoid it if at all possible.
A further challenge was the unusual shape of the
peninsula in plot two.
Using only square
quadrats was difficult. In order to overcome this Figure 2: Heavy downpour in plot one.
challenge, the idea of overflow edge quadrats was
used to include land that did not fall within the five 20x20m quadrats.

Procedure
There were two main phases in the HYS project. The first was to remove certain invasive
species which were indentified within the two plots. The large, woody invasives such as
buckthorn, honeysuckle, European alder, Manitoba maple and tree of heaven were removed
first. After this a thorough sweep of each quadrat was done to remove woody saplings and
herbaceous invasives such as garlic mustard, grape vine, dog‐strangling vine, Canada thistle,
teasel, stinging nettle and burdock. The second phase was to take inventory, measure and map
the remaining mature and young native trees and shrubs found on the site. Each quadrat was
cleared, measured and mapped in a systematic order, completing all aspects of the area before
moving onto the next quadrat.

Invasive Removal Protocol
Invasive species are typicaly non‐native species that agressively out‐compete native vegetation.
One native exception is grape vine. Wild riverbank grape is a species that is native to the area,
however in disturbed or stressed areas, it grows quickly, climbing up native trees and weighing
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down their branches until they break under the weight. The invasive vegetation removed from
the Humber River Valley was growing aggressively and crowding out the native species that are
attempting to survive in their natural habitat. Invasive species will out‐compete native species
because they often possess certain traits, such as longer and earlier growing seasons than
native plants, prolific reproductive methods, and a lack of natural predators. This often poses a
problem for ecosystem diversity, as invasive species begin to out‐compete native ones, often
resulting in reduced wildlife value and ecosystem function.
The 2009 HYS site was still in the primary stages of invasion by woody species. The hope is that
stewardship activities undertaken by the HYS crew has helped to slow the spread of the woody
invasives before significant losses in native stock had occured. Unfortunately, the invasion of
herbaceous invasive species has progressed to a level that is virtually uncontrollable. The
following is a list of invasive species that were removed from the Humber River region and the
protocol that was followed for each.
Woody Species
•

European Buckthorn (Rhamnus cathartica)
The HYS crew removed large trees with saws
and loppers, cutting the stumps to
approximately shin height. The stumps were
spray‐painted for identification purposes in
preparation for the City of Toronto to use
herbicide on the stumps. Smaller trees and
saplings that were sprouting on the site were
pulled or dug out of the ground in order to
prevent further growth.
Figure 3: European buckthorn.

•

Honeysuckle sp. (Lonicera sp.)
These multi‐stemmed plants grow into dense
thickets and were in the process of taking
over much of the peninsula and the area
around the pond. As with the buckthorn,
large trunks were cut at shin height using
either a saw or loppers and spray‐painted for
future application of herbicide. Saplings and
sprouts were pulled or dug up wherever
possible.
Figure 4: Honeysuckle.
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•

European Alder (Alnus glutinosa)
European alders were planted along the edges of the peninsula when the area was an
ornamental garden. The trees had since spread to cover the entire perimeter of the
peninsula and much of the surrounding pond area. These multi stemmed trees and
their suckers were cut down at shin height like the other woody
species. Since the European alders were not part of the original
directive of species to remove, the supervisors were unsure if the
same herbicides would be used by the City of Toronto to kill the
trees. The stumps of the European alders were not sprayed with
spray‐paint, but were identified for Cheryl Post from the City of
Toronto.
Figure 5: European alder.

Tree of Heaven (Ailanthus altissima)
Tree of heaven were only located on the peninsula.
However, this is still a threat to the adjacent plots.
The team decided to remove the trees and saplings
even though it was not part of the original plan. The
larger trees were cut slightly taller than shin height
with saws or loppers and spray‐painted, in order for
the City of Toronto to be able to distinguish it from
the trees that were on the original plan. Many
saplings were removed by pulling or digging up the
entire root system to discourage growth.
•

Figure 6: Tree of heaven.

•

Manitoba Maple (Acer negundo)
Several large Manitoba maple trees were found
near the river in plot one. These trees were too
large for the team to remove. Sid Baller and
Humber Arboretum staff undertook this work. The
HYS crew removed smaller Manitoba maples from
both plots, as well as saplings and sprouts scattered
throughout the site. The stumps were spray‐
painted for the City of Toronto to apply herbicides.
Figure 7: Manitoba maple.

All woody species were stacked into several brush piles
along the paths for the City of Toronto Natural Environment Crews to pick up for chipping.
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Herbaceous Species
•

DogStrangling Vine (Cynanchum rossicum)
Dog‐strangling vine was cut or dug up in places where
there were outlying spreaders. When the seed pods
have formed, most of the plant’s energy is going to
producing seeds, so the idea is to cut the plant at this
point when the energy will not be used to re‐sprout.
Figure 8: Dog‐strangling vine.

• Riverbank Grape (Vitus riparia)
As stated earlier, riverbank grape is a native
invasive species. It grows aggressively covering
native trees and weighing down their branches
until they break under the pressure. The HYS
crew carefully pulled grape vine down from
native trees and cut the plant near its base.
Figure 9: Removing riverbank grape.

•

Canada Thistle (Cirsium arvense)
Canada thistle was growing in dense clusters on the
peninsula, but there were very few along the river in
plot one. The thistle plants were pulled or dug up,
removing the root systems as well. The HYS crew
attempted to remove most of these plants prior to
them going to seed.
Figure 10: Canada thistle.

•

Garlic Mustard (Alliaria petiolata)
Very little garlic mustard was actually removed on
the site. In plot one, there were some clusters of
plants which were pulled when the seed pods were
formed. However, in plot two, the spread of garlic
mustard plants is very extensive and given that the
plants had already gone to seed, efforts were
concentrated elsewhere for this year.
Figure 11: Garlic mustard.
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• Common Teasel (Dipsacus fullonum)
Plot two contained many teasel plants which were removed
by digging up the deep root systems. Plot one contained
very few teasel plants.

Figure 12: Common teasel.

•

Greater Burdock (Arctium lappa)
Burdock was found in both plots one and two and
was completely uprooted to prevent re‐sprouting.

•

Stinging Nettle (Urtica dioica)
Stinging nettle was found only in plot one, along the river
side of quadrat one. Once identified, the team carefully
removed this plant using gloves and shovels.

Figure 13: Greater burdock.

Figure 14: Stinging nettle.

Measurement Protocols
Once the quadrats were clear of invasive
species, the team’s next step was to measure
and map the remaining native vegetation. This
was accomplished by first flagging and
numbering all individual plants in each
quadrat, beginning in the northwest corner
and proceeding clockwise around the quadrat
flagging every tree or shrub using a 2m swath
of the edge. The swaths were continued in
concentric circles until every plant above knee
height was flagged and numbered. The HYS
team then measured all native trees and
shrubs using the standard Smithsonian
protocol adapted by ACER.

Figure 15: Triangulating in plot one.
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Small trees were defined as those trees whose diameter at breast height (DBH) is under 4cm. If
that was the case, the root collar of the tree or shrub was measured instead. DBH is measured
at 1.3m from the ground, and if the tree was shorter than 1.3m, it was also classified as a small
tree. Large trees were determined to be trees with a DBH greater than 4cm.
The measurements taken for each tree or shrub included height, crown width, and root collar
or DBH. Height was measured with either the measuring tape or clinometers, depending on the
size of the tree. The height of a tree calculated using a clinometer requires one crew member
to measure 20m from the tree, keeping a clear view of the top, and with the clinometer
determining the angle of the top of the tree and the base of the tree. Crown depth is
calculated using the angle of the lowest branch of the tree. The next measurement was crown
width, which was determined using measuring tapes. Two workers would hold an end of the
tape and, ensuring the tape touched the tree trunk, would measure the distance between tips
of two farthest branches of the tree. Another measurement was taken perpendicular to the
first, measuring, once again, the farthest branch twig tips. The DBH of large trees was
measured using the DBH tape, 1.3m from the ground. If the DBH was under 4cm, the root
collar of the small tree or shrub was measured using the callipers to measure the diameter of
the stem at the base. If the tree or shrub had multiple leaders, it was noted and only the main
stem was measured.
All trees and shrubs were triangulated by measuring the distance from the trees to the two
closest corners of the quadrat. This was completed in order to be able to find each of these
trees at a later date when subsequent measuring is needed.
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FINDINGS – NATIVE SPECIES
Shrubs
Plot One
COMMON NAME
Gray Dogwood
Red Osier Dogwood
Burning Bush
Nannyberry
Highbush Cranberry

BOTANICAL NAME
Cornus racemosa
Cornus stolonifera
Euonymus alatus
Viburnum lentago
Viburnum trilobum

Plot Two
COMMON NAME
Gray Dogwood
Red Osier Dogwood

BOTANICAL NAME
Cornus racemosa
Cornus stolonifera

Trees
Plot One
COMMON NAME
Sugar Maple
Paper Birch
Hackberry
Dotted Hawthorn
White Ash
Walnut hybrid
Black Walnut
White Spruce
Choke Cherry
White Oak
Red Oak
Willow sp.
Basswood
Eastern Hemlock

BOTANICAL NAME
Acer saccharum
Betula papyrifera
Celtis occidentalis
Crataegus punctata
Fraxinus americana
Juglans sp.
Juglans nigra
Picea glauca
Prunus virginiana
Quercus alba
Quercus rubra
Salix sp.
Tilia americana
Tsuga canadensis
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Plot Two
COMMON NAME
Sugar Maple
Speckled Alder
European White Birch
Alternate‐Leaf Dogwood
American Beech
Ash sp.
Kentucky Coffeetree
Walnut sp
Tamarack
Red Mulberry
White Spruce
Blue Spruce
Canada Plum
Little Leaf Linden

BOTANICAL NAME
Acer saccharum
Alnus rugosa
Betula pendula
Cornus alternifolia
Fagus grandifolia
Fraxinus sp.
Gymnocladus dioicus
Juglans sp.
Larix laricina
Morus rubra
Picea glauca
Picea pungens
Prunus nigra
Tilia cordata

FALL PLANTING
The planting for this plot was done on September 26th, 2009. The City of Toronto organized and
promoted this as a community planting event. This attracted youth volunteers interested in
planting trees as part of their community service commitment. Volunteers from ACER, the local
community joined with members of the Humber Environment Club, summer HYS staff and City
of Toronto staff. Councillor Suzan Hall expressed her appreciation to the summer project staff
and ACER.
Tokens of appreciation were given to the summer project staff by City of Toronto Natural
Environment and Community Program section staff.
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RECCOMENDATIONS
Monitoring
One of the main recommendations is to implement a long term monitoring plan. Since this
area contained many invasive species, it is unlikely that the HYS team was able to remove
sufficient plant material to inhibit further spread of the invasives. Therefore, it would be wise
to monitor the plot on an annual basis and remove any re‐growth of invasive species.
It is also recommended that the native trees and shrubs are measured annually to monitor their
growth and health. It would be helpful to determine the long term effects of invasive species
removal on the health of natives.

Camera Equipment
Attempting to take pictures of quadrats in their entirety proved to be difficult using a
conventional digital camera. This was especially difficult when a picture was being taken from
the side of the quadrat along the river, and space did not permit the photographer to move
back far enough to encompass the entire quadrat. A field camera with a wide‐angle lens would
be preferable.

Shelter
The HYS team was unable to work during the days when heavy downpours and thunderstorms
impeded their progress. Unfortunately, the valley area did not supply any cover. A portable
shelter, such as a tent could allow the workers to wait out the rain a little longer. This may also
allow training or paperwork to be completed inside the shelter during a rainstorm.

Washrooms
The location of the site was quite a distance from the nearby Humber College. The HYS crew
recommends that the portable washroom be located closer to the site for future projects.
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Data Analysis
Species and Diameter Distribution
The two plots in the Humber 2009 restoration project, though just over 200m apart are
different from each other with respect to species distribution, diameter class distribution and
canopy structure. When looking at the species distribution graphs (figure 16) it is evident the
Plot 1, a natural riparian area is abundant with choke cherry followed by hemlock, walnut and
white ash. These choke cherry trees are all saplings, growing in a dense cluster in one area of
quadrat three. In addition, the species composition is all native with very few invasive trees
present in this plot before the invasive species removal process (mostly Manitoba maple).

Plot 1

Figure 16: Plot 1 Tree Species

In Plot 2, the most abundant species found is the Kentucky coffeetree, followed by
white spruce, blue spruce, jack pine and linden (figure 17). The plot has 7 non‐native species
that were not removed as they were not considered aggressive invasive species (figure 19).
These make up 25% of the species in this plot. Of the many invasive species removed from this
plot, the majority were black alder, tree of heaven and Russian olive. The invasive species
presence is due to the fact that this area was planted in the 1970’s as a garden which resulted
in the spread of many of the exotic species.
_____________________
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Although, the plot sizes are different with plot one about 1/3 the size of Plot 2 they have
relatively equal numbers of trees. However, both plots have very large numbers of trees under
4 dbh that are at the sapling size. In plot 1 the predominant regenerating species is choke
cherry and in plot 2 they are predominantly Kentucky coffeetrees. In plot 2 the white spruce
and blue spruce are the most prevalent.

Plot 2

Figure 17: Plot 2 Tree Species

The diameter distribution of the trees also varies significantly with Plot 1 having over 60% of its
trees under 4 cm in diameter (figure 20) and 15 % in the 4‐10 cm dbh followed by 7% in the 10‐
20 cm dbh class. There are a few larger trees in Plot 1, in particular a large American beech at
105 cm dbh and two large sugar maples at 98cm dbh and 75cm dbh.
In Plot 2 the largest trees found are in the 30‐40 dbh class. Plot 2 has almost 40% of its
trees under 4cm dbh (figure 19). The two areas are scattered with trees with many young trees
growing in gaps thus there is opportunity for the two plots to progress into a more densely
wooded riparian area.
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Plot 1

Figure 18: Diameter Class Distribution of Plot 1 Trees

Plot 2

Figure 19: Diameter Class Distribution of Plot 2 Trees
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Canopy Structure and Health
Plot 1 has 68% suppressed tree and 26% trees with co‐dominant status. There are few
dominant trees (3%) consisting of an American beech, choke cherry and sugar maple that are
found growing in a gap. One quarter of the trees in Plot 2 are growing in a gap, so they will have
a fair chance at sunlight and nutrients (figure 20 and 21).

Figure 20: Plot 1 Canopy Status

Figure 21: Plot 2 Canopy Status

Figure 22 shows that most of the hemlocks in Plot 1 are suppressed, as are most of the walnut
hybrids. Hemlocks tend to be shade‐loving trees and can grow well in these conditions.
However from the analysis of the health status of these trees, the hemlocks that are
suppressed are unhealthy, with many dead branches whereas the walnut hybrids are healthy
and growing well (figure 24). The basswood trees located in Plot 1 are all relatively large trees,
most of which have a DBH over 16cm. These trees are in the co‐dominant canopy structure,
because they are generally similar in height. Unfortunately, several basswood trees are
exhibiting signs of disease with sickly leaves. The survival of these trees is in jeopardy, and the
HYS team believes that by removing the invasive species surrounding the basswoods, they are
assisting with improving their health.
In terms of canopy structure of Plot 2, the species that comprise the dominant canopy are blue
spruce, which is an exotic, planted species (figure 23). The majority of white spruce are found
in the co‐dominant and gap category, which may indicate that the blue spruce are healthier
than the white spruce. The exotic blue spruce could potentially be shading out some of the
native trees, such as white spruce, and preventing them from reaching their maximum growth
potential.
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Figure 22: Plot 1 Tree species distribution according to canopy structure.

The suppressed category consists mainly of Kentucky coffeetrees, due to the fact that the
majority of individual plants are saplings and therefore relatively small. Unfortunately, since
there are so many saplings growing in the same area and they are all suppressed by the larger
Kentucky coffeetree, many are unlikely to grow into mature trees.
As for the gap category, both jack pines and white spruce lead this group. However, the jack
pines are not as healthy as are the white spruce (figure 25). This indicates that even though the
jack pines have excess room for growth, they are not succeeding as well as they could. This
reinforces the idea that since the jack pines are not native to southern Ontario, they are not
doing well in this plot.
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Figure 23: Plot 2 Species distribution according to tree canopy status.

Figure 24: Plot 1 Health status of trees
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Figure 25: Plot 2 Health status of trees

The health of the trees in plot two is depicted more accurately in (figure 25). This figure shows
that the vast majority of trees in this plot are healthy or alive standing (AS). Of the healthy
trees, most are Kentucky coffeetrees and white spruce. This once again reiterates the fact that
native trees are doing much better than exotic trees. However, the blue spruce, which are
exotic, are doing extremely well. Most of the individuals of this species fall under the AS
category. In terms of unhealthy (U) trees, the species in the worst health are the jack pines.
The jack pines that are found in this plot were planted along with the other exotic trees for the
garden. These trees are technically native to Ontario, but are naturally found much farther
north than the Humber River Valley, explaining why these trees are not successful in this plot.
There are many trees in this plot with the health status of dead branches (DB). These trees are
otherwise healthy, but some of the branches are either broken or dead. One possible
explanation for the number of trees with the health status could be that this plot is located in a
heavy traffic area. Many visitors to the Humber Arboretum venture onto the peninsula to sit on
a bench or on the large grassy area. Since so many people visit the area, it is likely that some
damage will be done to the trees.
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The gap category consists mainly of white ash trees. Luckily, the team did not observe any signs
of the Emerald Ash Borer. The ash trees in Plot 1 are mostly healthy, with only one tree that
showed signs of beaver damage. Other trees that exhibited signs of beaver damage were red
and white oak trees.
Invasive Species
In Plot 1, the majority of invasive species found are grape vine (45%) and dog strangling vine
(DSV) (40%) with less than 10% of buckthorn, honeysuckle and garlic mustard (Figure 28).
Buckthorn had a large presence in the plot; however, it did not have a direct effect on the
assessed species and tended to grow in thickets.
DSV primarily effected choke cherry, white ash and gray dogwood. This is possibly due to the
smaller size of these individuals. Grape vine appeared to constrict hemlock, basswood, white
oak and dotted hawthorn more aggressively. The dotted hawthorn and white oak in particular
were bent over and encompassed in grape vine, but appeared to be fairly healthy once the vine
was removed. Lower level branches may encourage grape vine and DSV to take a stronger hold
on an individual, so dead branches were pruned to discourage future harm. Virginia creeper
was often found growing with grape vine, but grape vine had a larger presence.

Figure 26: Plot 1 Invasive Species Distribution

Figure 27: Plot 2 Invasive Species Distribution

In Plot 2, about ¾ of the invasive species population consist of honey suckle (28%), garlic
mustard (23%) and dog strangling vine (21%) (figure 27). In this plot there is a little more
buckthorn and less of the grapevine. It is evident that the Kentucky coffeetree were most
affected by dog‐strangling vine. The fact that this species appears to be the most susceptible to
invasives is due to the fact that there are so many more Kentucky coffeetrees located in this
plot in comparison to any other species.
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Honeysuckle and grape vine were also growing densely around the Kentucky coffeetrees
however tree health is not greatly affected. Garlic mustard appears to be growing mostly
around the white spruce. This could be because garlic mustard is a shade tolerant species and
the white spruce provide a dense cover or possibly because the area around the white spruce is
one of the only areas that was not dominated by honeysuckle. Another possibility is the idea
that since garlic mustard is an early spring competitor, it monopolizes the light and moisture
that would normally be available for native herbaceous species. There are many possible
theories as to why the garlic mustard is growing around the white spruce, but the exact one is
unknown.
Honeysuckle was, by far, the most prevalent invasive species in this plot in plot 2. This invasive
shrub was affecting over 50% of all the individuals measured from each species. In some cases,
the honeysuckle was growing directly into the native or exotic tree, killing many of the
branches. The shrub grows with multiple trunks and re‐sprouts quickly and often, taking up
valuable growing space from native species.
The second most prevalent invasive was garlic mustard. As stated earlier, the garlic mustard
seemed to be concentrated around the white spruce, but smaller, individual plants were
located almost everywhere else around the peninsula. This herbaceous plant is tolerant of
almost every soil type, light availability and moisture consistency.

COMPARISON PHOTOS
Full resolution photos for every quadrat can be found on the attached DVD.

Figure 28: Plot one, quadrat two (left side) and quadrat one (right side) from river bank.
Before (top) and after (bottom) invasive removal.
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Figure 29: Plot one, quadrat four from Humber West Trail.
Before (top) and after (bottom) invasive removal.

Figure 30: West of Humber West Trail, relative to the peninsula (plot two).
Before (top) and after (bottom) invasive removal.
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Conclusion
From the above analysis, it is evident that the Humber River Valley
was an ideal site for restoration. The native species that are growing
in this plot were under a great deal of stress mainly due to invasive
species. The Humber Youth Stewardship (HYS) crew removed
significant amounts of invasive vegetation that will hopefully allow
for future regeneration of native species.

Figure 31: Promotion for the
community tree planting.

In terms of measuring and mapping, the site is notably diverse for
such a small area. However, the invasive species were beginning to
create monocultures that would eventually out‐compete the natives
resulting in decreased biodiversity. The overall health of the site was
relatively good considering the amount of invasive species present.

The HYS crew recommends that the Humber River Valley site
be monitored on an annual basis. Monitoring the progress of
the newly planted trees and shrubs as well as the saplings
that were previously present will help to determine which
species are successful in this area. Maintaining removal of
the invasive species will ensure that the new vegetation will
thrive without excess competition.

Figure 32: Great blue heron flying
over the pond.
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Appendix

Humber Arboretum Planting Plan‐ Fall 2009
Humber Youth Stewardship
General Description/ Objectives
The planting area consists of two sites near the Humber River and a pond on Humber
Arboretum property. First opened in 1977, the Humber Arboretum is a joint venture of the City
of Toronto, Humber College and Toronto and Region Conservation. The park is situated on the
West Humber River in northwest Toronto.
In 2008, The City of Toronto, the Association for Canadian Educational Resources (ACER), the
Toronto Region Conservation Authority (TRCA), and Councillor Suzan Hall (Ward 1, Etobicoke
North) worked together with other community partners to create the Humber Youth
Stewardship Team. The goal of this project is to engage youth in maintenance and monitoring
activities within the Humber River area in order to improve the biological diversity and integrity
of this section of the valley. Now in its second year, the youth team has focused on the Humber
Arboretum site for their maintenance and monitoring activities.
The majority of Stewardship activities involved woody invasive removal from the medallions,
particularly European Buckthorn, Black Alder, Manitoba Maple and Tartarian Honeysuckle.
Garlic Mustard, Burdock and Canada thistle were also removed throughout the site.
This planting will aid in the restoration work in these areas. Since a significant amount of
invasive species has been removed, leaving large open areas, native trees and shrubs should be
planted in order to recover the area and to resist re‐colonization by invasive species.
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Area 1
Description
There are two areas to be planted. The first is a planting near to the Humber River in a stand of
some healthy native mature species.

Area 2
Site Preparation and Maintenance Requirements
_____________________
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This site has been cleared of the majority of woody invasive species by the Humber Youth
Stewardship team. These will need to be re‐stumped and treated to prevent re‐sprouting.
Additionally, there is DSV in the immediate vicinity of the planting site which will need to be
treated in the future if these sites are to remain clear. This area should be maintained in the
future by the Humber Youth Stewardship team, however some brush cutting and future
herbicide treatment of invasive species will also be needed by the Natural Environment Crew.
Size: Area 1~ 446 m2
Area 2~ 413 m2
Light: Area 1: Partial shade under‐story
Area 2: Full sun
Planting List
Scientific Name

Common Name

Qty

Amelanchier laevis
Alnus incana
Cornus stolonifera
Cornus alternifolia

Serviceberry
Speckled Alder
Red Osier Dogwood
Alternate
Leafed
Dogwood
American Beech
Black Walnut
Chokecherry
Black Cherry
Pasture Rose
Purple
Flowering
Rasberry
American Basswood
Eastern Hemlock
Total Material

25
30
25
25

Bob Baker
Bob Baker
Bob Baker
Bob Baker

Planting
Location
Both
Area 2
Both
Area 1

5
5
15
10
15
25

Bob Baker
Bob Baker
Bob Baker
Bob Baker
Bob Baker
Bob Baker

Area 1
Area 1
Both
Both
Area 2
Area 2

10
5
195

Bob Baker
Bob Baker

Area 1
Area 1

Fagus grandifolia
Juglans nigra
Prunus virginiana
Prunus serotina
Rosa carolina
Rubus odoratus
Tilia americana
Tsuga canadensis

Type

Source
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